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These example sentences are selected automatically from
various online news sources to reflect current usage of the
word 'abomination.' Views expressed in the examples do not
represent the opinion of Merriam-Webster or its editors. Kids
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The Abomination (Emil Blonksy) is a supervillain appearing in
Marvel Comics. The character first appeared in Tales to
Astonish#90 (April ), and was.
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Abomination is an English term used to translate the Biblical
Hebrew terms shiqquts ????? and sheqets ???, which are derived
from shâqats, or the terms.
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The origins of the abomination goes something like this: a
giant plague infested sewer rat rapes an AIDS carrying
orangutan, in the ass, while in the restroom of.
abomination | meaning of abomination in Longman Dictionary of
Contemporary English | LDOCE
The Abomination has two different sets of abilities, which
changes whenever he switches forms using Transform.
Transforming into Beast form.
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qualifying offers. He is England's greatest
man who saved the life of Alfred.
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He was also able to project hellfire. The Abomination could
not comprehend and endure his enemy's absolution, Abomination
his moment of triumph was twisted into crushing defeat. J:
What the fuck?
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After being further empowered by Amatsu-Mikaboshi, the
Abomination is considerably larger than before, can project
hellfire and is strong enough to rip off the shell of his
successor A-Bomb something which the Red Hulk had previously
Abomination unable to. During a black ops mission in South
America to take down a terrorist cartel, Blonsky and his team
instead found the terrorists' base destroyed, but with
Abomination sign of Abomination being fired.
EnoughtooverwhelmtheHulk,CaptainMarvel,andSunspot;heroesAbominati
vomits up what she believes to be Abomination tumor. The
process failed and the Abomination became a mindless,
rampaging beast.
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